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1. Introduction
Complete dentures are most frequently a
challenge for practitioners. The complexity of
this disease is often associated with general
health problems, but also with the physiological
ageing phenomenon, that increases the treatment
difficulty. Completely edentulous patients,
usually elderly, often complain about the
functionality of conventional dentures, especially
the mandibular ones, claiming their instability,
poor retention and discomfort during wear.
Following the development of public health
programs, a beneficial effect was found in terms
of percentage decrease in the number of
completely edentulous patients, but this was
partially offset by the increased life expectancy.
Consequently, complete edentulism remains a
frequent medical condition that needs to be
addressed through treatment alternatives that
meet the needs of modern man. This aspect is
integrated in the current medical perception that
highlights the importance of an active aging
process, with preservation of elderly
participation in social and economic activities
[1]. Additionally to population aging as a
demographic trend, changes in the dental field
have also occurred, related to the use of dental
implants and implant prosthesis, but also to
patients’ perception and expectations regarding
the prosthetic rehabilitation, demanding more
stable, functional and aesthetic prosthesis.
Complete maxillary and mandibular dentures
have been for over 100 years the standard
treatment of complete edentulism. If complete
maxillary denture wearers tolerate better the
complete dentures, given the better conditions
for support, retention and stability, the tolerance
of mandibular prosthesis is generally lower. The
relatively frequent instability of the mandibular
denture, poor retention and associated
discomfort were the starting point for the idea of
setting the overdenture on 2 implants as first
treatment alternative for the mandibular
complete edentulism (according to McGill and
York consensus) [2, 3, 4].

2. Concept of implant overdentures
Implant overdentures are inspired, as treatment
concept, from the of the overdentures, the dental
implants being used instead of tooth roots. If for
teeth overdentures the attachment systems are
optional, for the implant-supported ones they
become mandatory. Therefore, the structural
components of implant overdenture are the
prosthesis (partial or complete overdenture), the
dental implants and the attachment system.
Using dental implants mainly aims to increase
retention and/or to provide support for the
prosthesis.
Considering the relation between the structural
components of the implant overdentures, their
interaction with the oral structures and
functions, the biomechanical aspects, all with
impact on implants survival and treatment
success, numerous treatment options and
concepts have been developped. These differ in
various aspects, such as the design of the dental
implants used (as diameter - conventional,
narrow or mini dental implants, as length), as
implant number, as technique of implant
placement and loading, as attachment system, as
prosthesis design and as their effect on the
prosthesis balance, retention and patients
satisfaction [5]. Regardless of their type, implantsupported overdentures bring a number of
benefits compared to the conventional dentures,
by increasing their stability and retention,
improving the mastication and phonation, and
ensuring a physical and psychological comfort.
Dental implants that are used for implant
overdentures are made of high-strength alloy (TiAl-V), with good biocompatibility, with different
designs and sizes that aim to address the
prosthetic needs according to the oral
particularities and clinical limitations of its
execution. The first implants that were
introduced in the dental practice were the ones
with standard diameter, around 3.75mm. Later
on, their diameter was increased and decreased
(narrow), ranging between 3 and 6mm.
Afterwards, the mini implants with one-piece
design for implant overdentures appeared
(IMTEC, later 3MESPE), with diameters of
1.8mm, 2.1mm and 2.4mm.
Using dental implants with a diameter under the
conventional one has increased, aspect related to
the extension of their clinical indications. These
were firstly used for temporary retention of the
interim prosthesis and for orthodontic
anchorage. Nowadays there is an increased use of
them for prosthesis stabilization.
Dental implants with a diameter below the
conventional one, are classified mainly on their
diameter, or design (i.e. one piece/two piece).
Thus, implants with a diameter below the
conventional one have been classified by some
authors as narrow-diameter implants (3.0 to 3.5
mm) with smaller implants (3.0 to 3.25 mm), and
mini-implants (<3.0mm) [6]. The mini-implants
are sometimes divided in hybrid implants (2.7 to
2.9 mm) and mini implants (1.8 to 2.7mm).
Conventional Diameter Implant Overdentures
(CDIO) use two-piece implants, with usually
two-stage placement protocol, with larger
diameters (over 3.5mm) and variable lengths (816mm), in a number of minimum two for the
mandibular overdenture. Its implementation
requires wide ridges (over 5-6mm), condition
that rather often is not met in the aged
edentulous patients, therefore bone
augmentation, supplemented sometimes by sinus
lift being required. The protocol of conventional
implant placement is with or without a flap,
usually involves two phase surgery (one for
implant placement and one for removal of the
cover screw and abutment placement), with
delayed implant loading, after the implants
osseointegration (after 3-6 months). As
prosthetic parameters and attachment selection,
conventional implants have a wider spectrum of
indications and treatment options. Implants can
be splinted with bars as attachment systems, or
be used unsplinted, with ball, locator, magnets
and telescopes. When selecting the attachments,
one must take into account the prosthetic space,
as well as patient’s manual dexterity and the
degree of oral hygiene.
Narrow Diameter Implant Overdenture
(NDIO) represents a category of implants that
combines features from conventional implants
and mini implants, with diameters between 3 and
3.5mm and variable lengths (10-18mm),
comprising two distinctive subgroups, namely
two-piece design (e.g. Seven Narrow Line
implants, MIS Implants Technologies Inc. 18-00
Fair Lawn Ave. Fair Lawn, NJ 07410, UNITED
STATES, mini Sky 2, Bredent Medical GmbH &
Co, Germany, Straumann implant, Straumann
Group SIX: STMN, Basel Switzerland) and onepiece design (e.g. uno line, MIS implants). Twopiece narrow implants can be used as the
conventional implants (with delayed loading), or
as one-piece mini implants (with immediate
loading protocol). In relation to anatomical,
functional and prosthetic case particularities, the
number of dental implants used can be reduced,
similar to that of the conventional implants (e.g.,
two narrow implants for the mandibular
overdenture).
Mini Dental Implant Overdentures (MDIO)
use mostly-one piece dental implants (miniSky1,
Bredent, MDI 3MESPE) with diameters between
1,8mm and 3mm and variable lengths (10mm18mm), that require one-stage surgery for
implant placement, followed by prosthesis
application in the same appointment, with soft
material in the housing area (progressive
loading) or fixation of the matrices in the denture
base (immediate loading). Within the mini
implants, those with a diameter between 2.7 and
3mm are classified as hybrid implants, these
having sometimes a two-piece design and can be
used as narrow dental implants (e.g., two narrow
implants for the mandibular overdenture).
The main features of the overdentures on dental
implants with a diameter below the conventional
one, considering their three main categories
according to their diameter, are synthesized in
table 1.
The decision to use either a CDIO, NDIO or
MDIO as treatment for complete edentulism,
starts from the acknowledgment of patient’s
preferences and expectations, within the
limitations of the systemic and oral health-status.
In systemic alterations with indications of limited
surgery or that negatively affects the healing
process, NDIO and MDIO are more indicated
than CDIO, due to their reduced invasiveness.
Oral particularities, such as the anatomical
conditions (bone quality and quantity, the shape
of the alveolar ridge, skeletal class), thickness
and health of the oral mucosa (e.g., denture
stomatitis, candidiasis), available prosthetic
restorative space (especially as vertical
dimension, given the necessary space for
abutment, attachments and prosthesis thickness,
in order to prevent its fracture) should all be
considered when choosing between the implant
prosthesis alternatives.
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Table 1.
Main features of the overdentures on dental implants,
in regard to their diameter

Patients with a high risk of developing implant or
overdenture-related complications should be
identified, and treatment personalized according
to their nature. There are conditions with
absolute contraindications of surgical procedures
(e.g., recent myocardial infarction, stroke,
cardiovascular surgery, and transplant; profound
immunosuppression; bisphosphonate use,
diabetes), but even in these cases the degree of
disease-control is far more important than the
nature of the systemic disorder itself [7, 8].
Behavioral aspects may increase some
complication rates (e.g., implants are not
indicated in heavy drinkers or smokers, more
than 10 cigarettes per day). In patients with
decreased manual dexterity or coordination
deficiencies alternatives that promote simpler
plaque control and easier overdenture placement
and removal should be chosen (e.g. ball
attachments are preferred to bars). Bruxism or
other parafunctions with occlusal overloads
associates high occlusal loading that increases the
risk of implant failure, in this cases more
frequent check-ups and sometimes the increase
of the implant number are required. When more
than two implants are used, there is a higher risk
of overdenture fracture, and the reinforcement
of the overdenture base is recommended [9].
The patient’s expectations towards the prosthetic
outcomes must be assessed in terms of functional
restorations, esthetics and prosthesis retention. It
is recommended to acknowledge the patient’s
perception and reasons of dissatisfaction toward
the previous prosthesis, in order to correctly
evaluate and inform him about the benefits of
each particular type of implant overdenture.
Additionally, financial aspects need to be
explained to the patient, as comparative analysis
of the additional costs of each treatment
alternative, putting them in balance with the
treatment benefits.

2.1. Concept of Mini Dental Implant
Overdentures (MDIO)
Based on similar principles of overdentures with
roots or conventional implants, using mini
implants for overdenture has been suggested, as
an alternative with advantages such as the less
invasive surgical interventions with lower risks
and lower costs, but with similar results [10, 11].
Implant overdentures are nowadays increasingly
preferred to conventional dentures. Patients are
more informed about the benefits of implant
prosthesis, more frequently request and accept
these treatment alternatives. The significant
improvement in denture retention, with rapid
regaining of functionality after implant
placement, is an important motivating factor.
The surgical and prosthetic techniques are
significantly simplified, being more widely used
one-stage implant placement protocol, with
immediate loading, becoming a less invasive
treatment that promotes rapid healing and has
good treatment outcomes. MDIO fits this
prosthetic treatment trend, and is seen as an
appropriate option for the elderly edentulous,
implants having a survival rate between 88.5%
and 96%, higher in the mandible than in the
maxilla [12, 6, 13]. Their use is increasing in
relation to the relatively frequently reduced ridge
width in the edentulous patient, that often limit
using conventional implants without extensive
surgical procedures for augmentation, that are
usually not easily accepted, especially by the
elderly patients [14].
Biomechanical studies support the use of narrow
and mini implants, but draw attention to their
increased risk of fracture, which should be
considered. The decrease of implant diameter
does not affect the implant osseointegration.
Block et al. analyzed the effect of implant
diameter on the pullout force required to extract
the implant and proved that, after 15 weeks for
osseointegration, no correlation was found to its
diameter, but only with its length [15]. Clinical
studies confirm that short implants were often
accompanied by failure, but narrow implants
have a good prognosis [16]. Therefore the narrow
and mini implants used for overdenture should
have at least 10mm length, in relation to their
diameter, but also to the bone’s height.
Given the good results obtained in vivo and in
vitro, narrow and mini implants, seem to be the
successors of conventional diameter implants in
overdentures. Mini dental implants were
originally designed by Victor Sendax [17]. At first
they had diameters between 1.8- 2.4 mm, and
were used for stabilization of interim prosthesis
during implant osseointegration, stabilization of
occlusion rims and for orthodontic anchorage.
Afterwards, histological studies confirmed that
these implants osseointegrate and clinical studies
acknowledge a high survival rate, of about 83,9 to
97.5% [18]. Consequently, their usage expanded
for definitive prosthesis both fixed (for single
narrow edentulous spaces) and removable (for
partial and complete denture stabilization). Mini
implants, as endoosseous implants, are indicated
to complete edentulous patients with narrow
ridges, where the prosthetic treatment on
implants is chosen, but reduced surgical
invasiveness is beneficial, for example for those
with general systemic risk factors [6]. It is
particularly suitable for elderly patients, with
multiple comorbidities and a low income, and
who often do not accept complex and expensive
dental interventions.
The mini implants have a number of features that
have to be known and considered, both when it
comes to selecting the implants, as well as during
the treatment phases. Thus the mini dental
implants are most commonly one-piece implants,
with reduced diameter, conventional length,
tapered, self-threading, made of biocompatible
titan-based materials, with rough sandblasted
surface treated by acid. IMTEC (currently part of
3M ESPE) developed mini dental implants with a
diameter of 1.8mm to 2.4mm, supplemented
recently by those with a diameter of 2.9mm
(indicated especially in the maxilla), and with
lengths of 10, 13, 15 and 18 mm. These implants
have been designed differently, with 2.5mm
transgingival collar (for thick gingiva) or without
it (for thin gingiva). The upper surface of the
endosteal dental implant may be polished and
remain outside the bone within the mucosa, but
the rough surface must be placed within the
bone. Regarding the implant thread, it may be
standard for D1 and D2 Misch bone densities
(usually encountered in the mandible), or Max
Thread, for D2 and D3 bone density (most
frequently encountered in the maxilla) [19]. The
implant prosthetic element, the abutment, has a
spherical design like the ball attachment system,
with an overall height of 4mm or 6 mm. Its
gingival part has a square-profile section, with or
without transgingival collar, which must remain
outside the mucosa for at least half of its length.
The attachment system is O-ring type, a resilient
retention device composed of a metal matrix and
a rubber ring, available in the following three
options:
standard: provides strong retention and
tolerate a divergence of implants up to 30°;
micro: has a 30% lower height than the
standard matrix, offers an advantage for
reduced prosthetic restorative spaces, provides
a higher retention and compensates less for the
implant divergence;
O-Cap: provides extra-firm retention, miniimplants should be placed almost parallel,
being used with delayed implant loading.
Therefore, the main coordinates of mini implant
selection, according to the case particularities,
are the following:
Implant number: at least 4 in the mandible and
at least 6 in the maxilla;
Implant size, as diameter and length, is chosen
according to ridge width, bone height and
bone density. Usually, smaller diameter
implants, of 1.8-2.1mm are used in the
mandible, in bone with D1 and D2 Misch
density, and mini implants with diameter of at
least 2,4mm are recommended in D3 bone
density in the maxilla. Implants should have a
diameter with at least 2 mm less than the width
of the ridge, which can be assessed using a
clinical compass, or subtracting from the
clinically measured width minimum 2mm
corresponding to the mucosa thickness (Figure
1). The implants’ length is chosen according to

